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Abstract

The study aimed to determine whether family support, physical activity, and motivation for achievement have an impact on predicting the quality of life among type 1 diabetes university students. It aims also to identify the differences between genders in the quality of life, family support, and motivation for achievement. The quantitative approach was used, using the Quality-of-life Scale, Motivation for Achievement Scale, and Family Support Scale. The results showed that family support, motivation for achievement, and physical activities are positively related to the quality of life and its dimensions for university students with diabetes. It also contributes to predicting the quality of their life with its fields in varying proportions. Furthermore, the study recommends that universities should organize programs for their students with diabetes of type 1 that support their practice of physical activities and develop the motivation for achievement.
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1. Introduction

Quality of life (QOL) is a concept that many sciences have been interested in, such as medicine, economics, politics, sociology, geography, and psychology, QOL is considered one of the modern concepts in the psychological heritage, especially in the field of positive psychology, as it is a relative multi-dimensional concept that differs from one person to another and is affected by several factors, and its achievement is through a group of aspects represented in psychological, social, material, and physical health. Therefore, the impact of any of these aspects may affect the QOL, and among the most important of these aspects is physical diseases, especially chronic ones, and one of the chronic diseases that can negatively affect the QOL of diabetes. (Al-Sharif, 2017; Bo Aysha and Zakaria, 2020).

Diabetes is considered one of the most common chronic diseases at present in various countries of the world, and this may be due to several factors, including obesity and well-being, change in the type of food, psychological tensions, and other reasons (Abdul Hamid, 2007). The raise in the number of people with diabetes to 422 million in 2014 is a serious indicator, continues to increase, and is widespread among the sexes, making it increasingly interested by many researchers and doctors in recent years. The prevalence of diabetes in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia reaches (17.9%), but it is making great efforts to ensure the QOL of the population by setting goals to reduce the spread of diabetes in line with the rate achieved in the best-living countries (QOL Program Document, 2020).

Students with diabetes, especially at the undergraduate level, suffer from some psychological problems such as depression and anxiety, in addition to sleep problems and physical pain, and it negatively affects their QOL (Cakmak & Gen, 2020; Delevatti et al., 2018; Jawadi and Turki, 2018; Raymakers et al., 2018; Molvaer et al., 2020). Studies (Gu et al. 2020; Janssen et al., 2020) found poor quality of life for diabetics, and a study (Al-omairi, 2018) showed that females have the same quality of bad or so bad life compared to male patients. Improving the quality of life is one of the most important goals that societies seek to take care of and lead in, which will positively affect the health and psychological state of their members.

Type 1 diabetes is characterized by little or no insulin production, it is also sometimes known as 'Juvenile Diabetes' or 'Early Diabetes' because it often develops before the age of forty, usually during the teenage years. It is a life-threatening disease if will be left without proper clinical care, as well as it will need insulin injections for lifetime, a healthy diet, Physical Activities, and regular blood tests. The blood sugar levels can be regulated by following a regulated diet and lifestyle and practicing physical activities.

Previous studies have shown that regular physical activity helps in managing chronic diseases, including diabetes, as well as improves mental health, quality of life, and well-being (Kesici & Çavuş, 2019; Martins et al., 2018; Markosyan & Perikhanyan, 2019; Tveten et al., 2017). QOL is related to family support for elderly patients with type 1 and 2 diabetes and for females as well. Social support, represented by family support, has contributed to reducing their sugar level. It is associated with improved physical indicators and mental health; also with social support, represented by family support, predicts physical activity for diabetics, (Gallegos-Carrillo et al., 2009; Iamandi-Cioinaru et al., 2017; Mohebi et al., 2013; Morowatisharifabad et al., 2019; Shao et al., 2017; Terrasson et al., 2018; Sulistyarini & Andriansyah, 2019; Lu et al., 2020).

Some studies have also concluded that it is possible to improve QOL in diabetics through the motivation for achievement. Studies have ended (Lassoued, 2017; Mohamed, 2016; Al-omairi, 2018) that there is a statistically significant relationship between QOL and motivation for achievement and that QOL can be predicted through motivation for achievement of university students in general, and
diabetics in particular. If Physical Activities, family support, and motivation for achievement are related to QOL.

1.1 Theoretical Framework

The current era has been characterized by technical development in several areas. This development has had a great impact on human life, providing him with a decent livelihood, and giving his life quality. The elements of sophistication and urbanization that man has reached may reflect a level of QOL, the quality of human life is the quality of his characteristics in terms of his physical, psychological, and cognitive composition and the degree of compatibility with himself and others and his social and moral composition (Jawadi and Turki, 2018).

The concepts of QOL varied to include concepts including happiness, satisfaction, good life, and self-satisfaction. The learner's assessment of his reaction to life whether embodied in life satisfaction as 'Cognitive Calendars', or conscience as 'Constant Emotional Reaction' to life conditions through the availability of opportunities for satisfaction and achievement of needs; and achieving QOL through a range of indicators of mental health, social health, material aspect, and physical health, which is one of the basic pillars of QOL. Therefore, the incidence of physical diseases, especially chronic ones, affects QOL, especially in the case of the individual's failure to accept his disease and his new status, and this is more embodied in the field of chronic diseases, which have become the most important causes of death in the world. Chronic diseases develop slowly and those who suffer from them live for long periods of time and cannot be cured in most cases, but what is desired is to try to control their development by the patient and the supervisors of treatment (Bo Aysha and Zakari, 2020)

There are differences between males and females in QOL, so enjoying a better QOL requires stronger social support, through its social network such as family and friends (Ke et al., 2010). Family support as an aspect of social support is a multidimensional concept that can be monitored through objective support, called practical or visual support, including direct material assistance from a social network of stable social ties (e.g. family, relatives, friends, etc.) and unstable connections (informal support groups). Support can also be monitored through self-support of the emotional and subjective experience of respect, support, and understanding, and the demand for family support may go beyond family, relatives, friends and colleagues to society, and most importantly this type of support is its quality, not quantity (Lu et al., 2020). Stronger family support can develop positive mental and emotional changes within the patient, male or female; strengthens his/her determination, faith, and confidence in managing his or her conditions and improving his/her QOL. Moreover, social support has a direct impact on the patient's self-stimulation and confidence in diabetes management, resulting in improved blood sugar control (Shao et al., 2017).

As a form of social support related to the health of diabetics, it also has a relationship and an impact on QOL of diabetics (Sulistyarini & Andriansyah, 2019). Family support has some physical and mental health indicators in older people with diabetes, regardless of complications of other chronic diseases (Gallegos-Carrillo et al., 2009). Diabetes of all kinds is among the most common chronic diseases, one of the main concerns of the third millennium, which requires a treatment system whose effectiveness depends on the patient's acceptance and commitment to treatment and follows the imposed therapeutic instructions (Mohebi et al., 2013).

Many studies have shown that there are mutual relationships between adherence to treatment behaviors and knowledge of the disease, as well as how to deal with the disease through diet and Physical Activities therapy (Bo Aysha and Zakari, 2020). Type 1 diabetes is a prevalent disease among university students of both sexes, with owners suffering from significant health complications at the
level of the retina, heart, and kidneys as well as high treatment costs, as diabetes treatment consumes 34% of the Ministry of Health’s budget (Riyadh Magazine, 2015).

In the face of the increasing number of people with diabetes in Saudi Arabia, doctors have been informed to conduct studies on the physiology of the disease, but within the limits of the researchers' knowledge studies related to the physiology of the disease with other variables such as QOL, as people with this disease have a special view of life they live, where the study of (Cakmak & Gen, 2020) indicated that the incidence of diabetes has an impact on QOL, where it is considered an independent factor for the quality of social life, so QOL can be predicted through it. The perception of diabetics towards themselves, and the society in which they live is different when compared to the healthy ones, where they suffer from psychological stress, face psychological and social difficulties, and the support provided to them is QOL sought by each infected person (Jawadi and Turki, 2018).

1.2 Related Research

QOL of people with diabetes of both sexes is always affected by psychological and social problems, physical disorders, and lifestyle changes. Family support plays a role in improving QOL of type 1 diabetics, with a study of (Novita & Novitasari, 2017) indicating a direct relationship between family support and QOL in females with diabetes providing family social support to female diabetics can improve their QOL. Physical Activities are strong signs of mental and physical health of human as well as their role in fighting diseases and reducing their symptoms, as moderate-intensity physical activity such as walking, or high intensity, leads to the prevention of diabetes. A study of (Janssen et al., 2020) showed that people with diabetes have a marked decline in QOL. The impact of Physical Activities on QOL of both sexes extends, as indicated by the study of (Tveten et al., 2017) which giving more attention to Physical Activities. It increases QOL, and the study of (Kesici & Çavuş, 2019), confirmed that the concept of university QOL is a concept examined in a multidisciplinary manner in international literature that is influenced by cultural, artistic, and sports activities offered to students. Moreover, the study of (Delevatti, et al. 2018) confirmed that air sports training in the aquatic environment has similar effects for aerobic Physical Activities in the earth’s environment on QOL. Also, family support is a predictor of physical activity, and with increased family support, the likelihood of minimal physical activity has increased (Morowatisharifabad et al., 2019).

The motivation for achievement is also one of the most important variables of human motivation, as it reflects the maturity of the human personality and its awareness of the nature of its responsibilities, in which the individual seeks male or female to translate these perceptions into practical and realistic gains that can be described in the academic field by accomplishment or academic achievement (Mostafa, et al., 2020). Motivation for achievement is a personal factor affecting the academic performance of university students of both sexes, particularly their educational achievement, provided that they do not turn into impulsiveness and recklessness without good planning of the learning process, which mental habits control and balance; they develop goals-setting skills for learners, finding solutions to problems and implementing educational plans efficiently, and making them more active in managing their learning (Fenderson, 2010).

1.3 Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study is to find out the degree of contribution of motivation for achievement, Physical Activities, and family support in predicting the quality of life, and which of them contribute to a greater degree, especially among university students with type 1 diabetes, and on what dimensions
of quality of life these variables contribute more to university students than Diabetics. The purpose of the study can be clarified through the following questions:

1. What is the nature of the relationship between family support, motivation for achievement, and physical activities as independent variables, with QOL?
2. What are the differences between males and females in quality of life, family support, and motivation for achievement?
3. Can QOL be predicted by family support, motivation for achievement, and physical activities?

2. Method and Materials

2.1. Research Model

The current study followed the quantitative approach to the motivational relationship of achievement, Physical Activities, and family support to QOL in type 1 diabetes students of Imam Abdul Rahman Bin Faisal University. In addition to whether these factors are to predict QOL in its four areas (physical health, mental health, social relations, and environment), and identify the differences between the sexes in the quality of life and its fields.

2.2. Participants

The sample of the study consisted of (104) male and female students of type 1 diabetics at Imam Abdul Rahman Bin Faisal University in Dammam, which included (59 males, and 45 females) and an average age of 20.88 years with a standard deviation of 1.38 years. They are the students who have agreed to participate in the study.

2.3. Data Collection Tools

The study tools consisted of:

1. The WHO's Abridged Quality of Life Scale

The quantitative data were collected using the WHO's Abridged Quality of Life Scale, the most commonly used measure in many scientific researches, consisting of (26) phrases, formulated in the form of questions that each answered on a five-order scale of 1 to 5 degrees, the high degree of better QOL, the short version of the scale was translated for many languages, characterized by high psychometric properties, and the scale is adapted to different cultures under WHO supervision; it measures four sub-areas: physical health, mental health, social relations, and environment as well as overall degree of QOL. The participants respond on the scale using the five-point Likert Scale, and the short version was applied with the lengthy version to a sample of (25) students at Imam Abdul Rahman Bin Faisal University after obtaining their approval, the correlation coefficient for Criterion-related Validity was 0.78, Alpha Cronbach stability coefficients for the scale were 0.91, and sub-dimensions respectively were 0.81, 0.77, 0.84, 0.79.

2. The motivation for achievement Scale:

The quantitative data were also collected by using the motivation for achievement Scale prepared by (Hermans, 1970) that translated into Arabic by Moses (1987) and the scale is commonly used in scientific research and Saudi Arabia. It is consisting of (28) phrases, which consist of incomplete sentences followed by five alternatives, so the respondent chooses the appropriate alternative by putting the mark (√) for positive expressions. The responses are assessed on the five-five-point Scale by grades (5, 4, 3, 2, 1), and vice versa for negative phrases. Positive phrases include numbers (2, 5, 6, 7, 8,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26) and negative phrases also include numbers (1, 3, 4, 9, 15, 16, 27, 28). The highest score was received by respondents (140) while the lowest score (28). Criterion-related Validity was used; as the scale was applied with the motivation for achievement scale for the completion of Khalifa (2006) to the same rationing sample and calculated the correlation coefficient between sample scores on the two scales; as the Pearson correlation coefficient value was 0.437, a value of significance at 0.01. Scale stability: calculated in the same sample, Alpha Cronbach stability coefficient (0.79).

3. The family support scale

The family support scale was also used by researchers, a measure of 5 phrases. The respondent chooses the appropriate alternative by putting the mark (v). The responses are assessed on the five-points Likert Scale. The psychometric properties of the scale were calculated through the sincerity of the arbitrators where it was presented to a number of (10) competent arbitrators in the fields of education, psychology, and sociology. They reported the convenience and suitability of the scale, with some referring to some modifications and additions, but the stability of the scale was calculated after its application on the rationing sample. Alpha Cronbach's stability coefficient reached (0.79). A question was also asked about the Physical Activities of three alternatives to the study sample (always practiced, sometimes practiced, not practiced).

2.4. Data Collection Process

An electronic link has been formulated to collect data. It consists of three parts: The first part includes practical instructions explaining the purpose of collecting data that are used only for scientific research. The second part included demographic data. The third part included the Arabic version of the three study tools. The link was posted to male and female students with type 1 diabetes via university mail after obtaining an IRB.

2.5. Data Analysis

The SPSS statistical package was used to calculate the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficient, to clarify the relationship between quality of life and (family support, motivation for achievement, and Physical Activities), and t-test to determine the significance of differences between male and female university students with type 1 diabetes in quality of life, and Multiple regression model to predict the quality of life through family support, motivation for achievement, and Physical Activities.

3. Results

• The answer of the first question, its analysis:

The first question: “What is the nature of the relationship between family support, motivation for achievement, and physical activities as independent variables, with QOL?”

To clarify the relationship between independent variables (family support, motivation for achievement, and Physical Activities) on the QOL variable in its four areas among university students with type 1 diabetics, Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients were used. Table (1) is illustrating the relationship between (family support, motivation for achievement, and Physical Activities) and QOL in its four areas (environment, social relations, mental health, and physical health).

Table 1. Correlations between independent variable scores (family support, motivation for achievement, and Physical Activities) on QOL variable in its four areas in university students with type 1 diabetes (number = 104)
It is clear from the previous table that:

the highest correlation between family support and physical health (r = 0.56), between family support and the overall score of QOL (r = .55), between family support and mental health (r = .54), and then between family support and the environment (r = .42). Family support to each of the four areas and the overall score of QOL ranged from 0.56 to 0.32 and these correlations explain to some extent a relative disparity between family support, the overall score, and the sub-dimensions of QOL scale. However, the simple correlation coefficient did not help to demonstrate the contribution of family support to QOL of university students with type 1 diabetes. Thus, the multiple regression model was used to verify further, as described in the following section.

What can also be observed in the table (1), is that the highest correlation between motivation for achievement and physical health (r = 0.41), then between the motivation for achievement and the overall degree of quality of life (r = .39), then between the motivation for achievement and the field of mental health (r = .31), then between the motivation for achievement and the field of social relations (r = .30), then between the motivation for achievement and the field of the environment (r = .25). The relationship between the motivation of achievement and each of the four areas and the overall score of QOL ranged from 0.41 to 0.25, and these are explained the correlations are somewhat relatively different between the motivation for achievement and both the overall degree and the sub-dimensions of the QOL scale. The simple correlation coefficient did not help to demonstrate the contribution of motivation for achievement in QOL of university students with type 1 diabetes. Thus, the multiple regression model was used to further investigate, as described in the following section.

What can also be observed in table (1), is that the highest correlation between Physical Activities and the overall quality of life (r = 0.43), then between Physical Activities and physical health (r = .40), then between Physical Activities and the field of the environment (r = .36), then between Physical Activities and mental health (r = .34), then between Physical Activities and social relations (r = .32). The relationship between Physical Activities and each of the four areas and the overall score of QOL ranged from 0.43 to 0.32 explains these correlations to some extent, there is a relative disparity between Physical Activities and both the overall score and the sub-dimensions of the QOL scale.

The answer of the second question, its analysis:

The second question: “What are the differences between males and females in quality of life, family support, and motivation for achievement?”
To clarify the differences between male and female university students with type 1 diabetes in QOL with its areas, family support, and motivation for achievement, a test was used to calculate the significance of the differences between the average of two independent groups, and table (2) shows the results of the differences.

Table 2. Differences between males and females in QOL with its areas, family support, and motivation for achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Health</td>
<td>28.56</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health</td>
<td>23.88</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Relations</td>
<td>10.95</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>27.942</td>
<td>5.52556</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>0.537</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QOL</td>
<td>91.3390</td>
<td>17.50528</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation for</td>
<td>99.6271</td>
<td>11.40462</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2.298</td>
<td>.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Support</td>
<td>19.4237</td>
<td>1.79274</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2.404</td>
<td>.181</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*It is clear from the previous table that:* there are no statistically significant differences between male and female university students with type 1 diabetes in the overall score of the QOL scale and sub-areas (physical health, mental health, social relations, and environment). The results also show statistically significant differences between male and female university students with type 1 diabetes in the motivation for achievement towards females. There are statistically significant differences between male and female university students with type 1 diabetes in family support for males.

- **The answer to the third question, its analysis:**

The third question stated: *"Can QOL be predicted by family support, motivation for achievement, and physical activities?"*

The researchers verified predictability through three factors: family support V1, motivation for achievement V2, Physical Activities V3, with QOL and its four areas in university students with type 1 diabetes. In other words, researchers tried to figure out how much these factors (V1, V2, and V3) predict QOL and its four areas in university students with type 1 diabetes. Therefore, the multiple regression model was calculated, and the results showed variations for each area of QOL, and the contrast was 56% of the total variation in the overall score of QOL.

Table 3. Analysis of multiple regression of predicting independent variables (family support, motivation for achievement, Physical Activities) with QOL variable with its four areas in university students with type 1 diabetes (Number = 104)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R² Adjusted</th>
<th>r²pt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family support</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Activities</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>40.76</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.537</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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It is clear from the previous table that:

Table (3) shows that all three predictors (family support, motivation for achievement, and Physical Activities) interpreted 54% of the disparity in physical health, $R^2$ adjusted = 0.537, and the multiple regression model shows that $R^2$ function $[F (3, 104) = 40.76, p<.0001]$ was the most contributing factor being family support. $\beta$ results showed that 38.6% of the discrepancy was attributable only to family support. This factor talks about what matters to diabetic university students to achieve physical health. The other factor, Physical Activities, was the second most important factor in the field of physical health. It contributed 33.8% of the variation. The last factor, motivation for achievement, contributed only 27.3% to the variation.

Table (3) also shows that all three predictors (family support, motivation for achievement, and Physical Activities) interpreted 46% of the disparity in mental health, $R^2$ adjusted = 0.462, and the multiple regression model shows that $R^2$ function $[F (3, 104) = 30.52, p<.0001]$ was the most contributing factor being Physical Activities. $\beta$ results showed that 38.8% of the variation was attributable only to Physical Activities. This factor talks about what matters to diabetic university students to achieve mental health. The other factor, family support, was the second most important factor in the field of mental health. It contributed 35.9% of the variation. The last factor, motivation for achievement, contributed only 15.4% to the variation.

While table (3) shows that only two of the three predictors (Physical Activities, motivation for achievement) interpreted 30% of the disparity in social relations, $R^2$ adjusted = 0.298 and the multiple regression model shows that $R^2$ function $[F (3, 104) = 22.87, p<.0001]$ was the most contributing factor being Physical Activities. $\beta$ results showed that 40.7% of the variation was attributable only to Physical Activities. This factor talks about what matters to diabetic university students to achieve social relationships. The other factor, motivation for achievement, was the second most important factor in the field of social relations. It contributed 22.4% of the variation.
Table (3) shows that only two of the three predictors (family support, Physical Activities) interpreted 34% of the variation in the environment, \( R^2 \) adjusted = 0.343 and the multiple regression model shows that \( R^2 \) function \([F (3, 104) = 27.93, p<.0001]\) was the most contributing factor being family support. \( \beta \) results showed that 42.9% of the discrepancy was attributable only to family support. This factor talks about what matters to diabetic university students for the environment. The other factor, Physical Activities, was the second most important factor in the environment. It contributed 27.6% to the variation.

Table (3) also shows that all three predictors (Physical Activities, family support, motivation for achievement) interpreted 56% of the variation in QOL, \( R^2 \) adjusted = 0.557, and the multiple regression model shows that \( R^2 \) function \([F (3, 104) = 44.20, p<.0001]\) was the most contributing factor being Physical Activities. \( \beta \) results showed that 43.4% of the variation was attributable only to Physical Activities. This factor talks about what matters to diabetic university students to achieve QOL. The other factor, family support, was the second most important factor for QOL. It contributed 33.8% of the variation. The last factor, motivation for achievement, contributed only 22.8% to the variation.

4. Discussion

The purpose of the study was to know the nature of the relationship between (motivation for achievement, Physical Activities, and family support) as independent variables, and QOL with its four areas in university students with type 1 diabetes. Quantitative results showed a correlation between variables (motivation for achievement, Physical Activities, and family support) and QOL in all its fields. This finding shows that the raise in both (family support, motivation for achievement, and Physical Activities) leads to a higher QOL for university students with type 1 diabetes. This result is consistent with studies (Mohamed, 2016; Lassoued, 2017; Al-omairi, 2018) that have resulted in a statistically significant relationship between QOL and motivation for achievement among university students in general, and diabetics in particular, as consistent with the study of (Shao et al, 2017) which concluded that family support is a form of social support that brings positive mental and emotional changes in diabetics; strengthens their resoluteness and confidence in managing their health (physical and psychological health); thus contributes to improving their QOL, as its impact reflects on improving their sugar rare in the blood; it is also consistent with the result (Novita & Novitasari, 2017; Mousavi et al., 2017) which indicated a direct relationship between family support and QOL. In addition to the result of the Study (Al-Mohaineed, 2017), which concluded that anxiety is more common among patients with impaired social support, it is also consistent with a study (Tveten et al., 2017) which indicated a relationship between Physical Activities and QOL as interest in Physical Activities increases QOL and is also consistent with studies (Kesici & Çavuş, 2019; Martins et al., 2018; Markosyan & Perikhanyan, 2019) which noted that regular physical activity helps in the management of chronic diseases including diabetes, and can improve mental health, QOL and well-being, and to increase interest in university students with type 1 diabetes, the search for variables that can have a positive correlation with their QOL is critical to improving their QOL, because as previous studies have indicated that they suffer from some psychological and physical problems, which may negatively affect their QOL (Cakmak & Gen, 2020; Delevatti et al., 2018; Jawadi. and Turki, 2018; Molvaer et al., 2020; Raymakers et al., 2018).

However, correlation coefficients have not helped to determine the extent of contribution to family support, Physical Activities, and motivation for achievement in predicting QOL among university students with type 1 diabetes. Thus, the multiple regression model was used for further verification. The purpose of the current study was also to identify between males and females in the QOL and its areas of university students with type 1 diabetes. The quantitative results showed that there were no significant differences between the high and low-level type 1 diabetic student in QOL and its sub-areas.
Variables predicting quality of life among university students with type 1 diabetes


(physical health, mental health, social relations, environment). This finding differs from the results of a study (Al-omairi, 2018) which concluded that females have a bad or so bad QOL compared to male patients.

The results also showed significant differences between male and female students with type 1 diabetes in the motivation for achievement towards females, and this result differs from the findings of the study (Omari, 2020), which concluded that there were no differences in motivation for achievement between males and females.

The results also showed significant differences between male and female university students with type 1 diabetes in family support for males, and this result varies from the results of my study (Novita & Novitasari, 2017; Mousavi et al., 2017) which ended up linking family support and QOL in females with diabetes. The purpose of the study was also to know to what extent variables (motivation for achievement, Physical Activities and family support) could predict QOL with its four areas in type 1 diabetic university students, and the results showed that family support and Physical Activities, respectively, predict improved physical health and the environment as one of QOL areas of university students with type 1 diabetes, while the motivation for achievement predicts physical health only. This result is consistent with the results of studies (Gallegos-Carrillo et al, 2009; Iamandi-Cioinaru et al., 2017; Mohebi et al., 2013; Morowatisharifabad et al., 2019; Shao et al., 2017; Terrasson et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2020) which concluded that QOL is associated with family support in elderly people with type 1 and 2 diabetes as well as females, lowering their sugar level, improving physical indicators and mental health, and family support predicts the physical activity of diabetics.

While the results showed that Physical Activities, family support, and motivation for achievement respectively predict improved mental health as an area of QOL and the overall score of QOL, this finding is consistent with the study (Hu, et al,1999) which concluded that moderate-intensity physical activity such as walking, or high intensity leads to the prevention of diabetes, as consistent with the results of studies (Kesici & Çavuş, 2019; Martins et al., 2018; Markosyan & Perikhanyan, 2019; Tveten et al., 2017) concluded that regular physical activity helps to manage diabetes and can improve mental health, QOL, and well-being. The results also showed that Physical Activities, and motivation for achievement respectively, predict improved social relationships as an area of QOL and this result is consistent with the results of studies (Lassoued, 2017; Mohamed, 2016; Al-omairi, 2018) to a statistically significant relationship between QOL and the motivation for achievement and that QOL can be predicted by motivation for achievement among university students in general, and diabetics in particular.

5. Conclusion

The study aimed to reveal the relationship of motivation for achievement, Physical Activities, and family support to QOL of type 1 diabetics of university students, the differences between males and females in QOL and its areas, family support, motivation for achievement, whether these factors predict QOL in its four areas (physical health, mental health, social relations, and environment). By using the quantitative approach, the results showed that family support and motivation for achievement and Physical Activities are positively related to QOL and its areas of diabetics of university students. The results showed that the lack of results in the presence of statistically significant differences between males and females in QOL and its areas, the existence of statistically significant differences between males and females in the motivation for achievement towards females, differences between males and females in family support towards males, and variables of family
support, Physical Activities, and motivation for achievement have contributed to predicting the quality of their life and its areas in varying proportions.

6. Recommendations

A recommendation related to the results of the study is that universities can organize programs for their type 1 diabetic students in which they are interested in exercising and developing motivation for achievement, to have an impact on their QOL, the family should provide appropriate family support to their children with type 1 diabetes, and many restrictions should be noted with regard to the current study: First, 104 university students with type 1 diabetes and for deeper results could be studied in more numbers at a number of universities. Second, extensive research on the differences between diabetics, university students, and non-sick peers in QOL.
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